
To our Friends & Closer to the Cure Partners -

Jennifer, Ripley, Grace and Cooper

All of us at the Carson Leslie Foundation are grateful for your 

partnership in our collective goal to #cureMEdullo. Working with like 

minded organizations, investing in less toxic treatments and convening 

the medullo community, together we will to transform the awful disease 

that invaded our sons. We eagerly look forward to further conversations 

and next steps – together we will find a cure.    CLF Staff and Board 

of Directors



CONQUER CANCER®
THE ASCO FOUNDATION

Summary of Study Funded
Medulloblastoma is a common and deadly brain tumor in children. Conventional treatment approach leads to cure in only two-third of
patients with the other third eventually succumbing to their illness. Despite recent advances in understanding the complexity underlying
tumor development, the current management strategy is limited by a sensitive method to monitor response to therapy and detect
disease recurrence at an early stage. Research in “”liquid biopsies”” - representing means to analyze fragments of cancer cell derived
material circulating in body fluids - has proved to be of value in such regard for various adult-onset cancers.

In this study, I plan to investigate the utility of profiling DNA fragments derived from cancer cells, or circulating-tumor DNA, from
cerebrospinal fluids of children suffering from medulloblastoma. A novel pipeline that has been established will allow comprehensive
characterization of even extremely low amounts of circulating-tumor DNA. Results from this study can potentially be translated into a new
approach to personalize treatment, predict relapse and define targetable mutations in children with medulloblastoma.



CONQUER CANCER® 
THE ASCO FOUNDATION

Funded by Carson Leslie Foundation 
& Closer to the Cure

Anthony P.Y. Liu, MBBS, MMedSc
St. Jude Children’s Research Hospital 

“Cerebrospinal fluid derived circulating tumor DNA as an actionable biomarker in 
medulloblastoma” 

Mentored by: Paul Northcott, PhD 
Email: aliu1@stjude.org 
Phone: 901-595-5007

Biography 

Anthony P.Y. Liu, MBBS, MMedSc, received his medical degree from the University of Hong Kong in 2009. He completed a residency in pediatrics and training 
in pediatric hematology/ oncology at Queen Mary Hospital, Hong Kong, as well as a Master’s degree in genetic counseling. A keen clinician-scientist with an 
interest in pediatric central nervous system tumors, Dr Liu has been a Pediatric Neuro-Oncology Fellow at St. Jude Children’s Research Hospital, Memphis, 
TN, since 2017. His ongoing research is focused on biomarker development, circulating tumor material and molecular characterization of pediatric brain 
tumors, including medulloblastoma, pineoblastoma, and other embryonal tumors.



Carson Leslie Foundation | Closer to the Cure | Hood Foundation
Directing and investing funds in this novel medulloblastoma immuniotherapy treatment.

Immunotherapy is changing the landscape of cancer treatment

“ The science is more and ore supporting that medullo does its dirty work by, among other 
things, suppressing the innate immune systems it is invisible to our natural and powerful 

immune defenses, and it does this not only in the brain but also blocking immunity throughout 
important body organs. Innate immune activators like the Stingray program have great promise 

to reverse this and allow our immune system to attack medullo. Able to activate our natural 
immune system is an exceptional targeted cancer fighter. We are working to provide a 21st

century cancer treatment for this deadly scourge of children.”

- Jon Northrup, Stingray Therapeutics Founder



GOLDEN TOAST
Founder | Chairman | Host

We founded the GOLDEN TOAST in Washington, D.C. for the bipartisan Congressional Childhood 
Cancer Caucus and the childhood cancer community to convene and celebrate the 

accomplishments of the  unstoppable-collaborative-global-childhood-cancer-movement.



CPRIT & CLF 
Engaging the Brightest Texas  Childhood Brain Cancer Investigators

• Facilitate innovative discussions about the problem of childhood brain cancers     
• Encourage collaboration between Texas childhood brain cancer investigators
• Identify projects achievable only through collaboration
• Discuss cross disease research
• Breakout sessions for disease specific projects

Engage Funding Foundations to further 
invest in CPRIT supported childhood 

brain cancer research

FOUNDER | HOST


